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1. Purpose of Report I Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to notify Committee of progress on the development of the 
Local Housing Strategy (LHS) 2011-2016 and outline the joint approach that is being taken 
with Glasgow and Clyde Valley strategic planning partners to undertake the required 
Housing Need and Demand Assessment. 

2. Background 

2.1. 

2.2. 

2.3. 

2.4. 

The Local Housing Strategy is the key strategic plan for identifying and addressing 
housing issues and its production is a statutory requirement under the Housing 
(Scotland) Act 2001. The interim LHS 2009-1 1 was approved by committee in August 
2009 and is currently being implemented. The development of a new full LHS is 
running in parallel with this process. A project plan and implementation timetable 
outlining the key stages for developing the new LHS are attached at Appendix 1. The 
new LHS will need to be in place by April 201 1. 

The timetable for the development of the new North Lanarkshire LHS is closely 
aligned with the Strategic Development Plan for the city region and specifically the 
production of the Main Issues Report. Scottish Government guidance on the LHS and 
associated guidance on Housing Need and Demand assessments (HNDA) highlights 
this link. 

The Housing Strategy Team within Housing & Social Work Services and the 
Council’s Planning Service are currently working with the Glasgow and Clyde Valley 
(GCV) Strategic Development Planning Team to progress the joint Housing Need and 
Demand Assessment. There is a statutory requirement on the Council to undertake 
this assessment to inform the LHS and a joint partnership approach across the GCV 
area has been agreed. A Housing Market Partnership has been established within 
the GCV structure with housing and planning representatives from the eight member 
local authorities. 

The main task is to complete the HNDA for the Glasgow and Clyde Valley Area. This 
will include housing need and demand figures for North Lanarkshire and the three 
housing sub-market areas of Cumbernauld, Airdrie and Coatbridge and Motherwell. 
This evidence will be supplemented by the Council’s own work profiling the housing 
system at the ten Local Housing Market Areas. 
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3. Proposals/ Considerations 

3.1. The evidence from the HNDA will inform the city region Strategic Development Plan, 
the North Lanarkshire LHS and the North Lanarkshire Local Plan. A briefing paper 
on current progress on the HNDA is attached at Appendix 2 and this includes 
information on the core outputs and process checklist that the Scottish Government 
will be assessing against. It is intended that the outcome of the HNDA, expected 
around May 2010, will be reported to a future Housing & Social Work Services 
Committee. 

3.2. There is a requirement within the LHS to include the homelessness and housing 
support strategy. This includes addressing statutory targets such as meeting the 
201 2 homeless requirement that all homeless households are provided with 
permanent accommodation options. The provision of appropriate support is an 
essential element in enabling people to access and sustain tenancies and prevent 
homelessness occurring. 

3.3. The new LHS will be subject to review by the Scottish Government and 
representatives from local authority peers. The review criteria will broadly include: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 addressing fuel poverty; 
0 

how the Council is addressing housing need and demand including establishing 
housing supply targets; 
how housing outcomes contribute to the Local Outcome Agreement and statutory 
national targets (fuel poverty, Scottish Housing Quality Standard etc); 
the alignment of housing outcomes with other corporate plans and strategies; 
addressing the strategic requirements of the 2006 Housing Act; 
addressing homelessness and housing support; 

addressing equalities issues and evidence of wide consultation on the LHS. 

These criteria reflect the agreement of the Scottish Government and Cosla on the 
‘enhanced status’ of the LHS as the key strategic plan and process for dealing with 
housing issues. 

4. Financial I Personnel I Legal I Policy / Equalities Implications 

4.1. The housing need and demand assessment and associated work for the LHS will 
assist in meeting equalities requirements through focusing on the particular housing 
needs of households. The new LHS will be subject to a full Equalities Impact 
Assessment. 

5. Recommendation 

Committee is asked to: 

i. 
ii. 

Note the project plan and process for the new LHS attached at Appendix 1. 
Note that the outcome of the Housing Need and Demand Assessment will be 
reported to a future committee. 

Monica Patterson 
Head of Housing Services 

For further information on this report please contact Tony Donohoe on telephone 01 698 2741 36. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Area profiles will be an annual exercise with publication in August every year. 
Dependent on H&SW committee cycle 
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APPENDIX 2 

Process for Development of new Local 
Housing Strategy 

Implementation Proposals & Project 
Plan - December 2009 



Introduction 

1. 

e 

e 

e 

e 

2. 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 
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e 

e 

3. 

North Lanarkshire Council currently has various housing and related strategies 
in place. These are the: 

Local Housing Strategy 2004-09 
Homelessness Strategy 2006-09 
Private Sector Housing Strategy 
Tenant Participation Strategy 2006-09 

In June 2008 the Scottish Government and COSLA issued revised guidance on 
the LHS with various new requirements. In summary these include: 

Ensuring that the LHS forms a key link with the Single Outcome Agreement. 
The LHS becoming the sole strategic document on housing, homelessness and 
support issues (there is now no specific requirement for separate strategies on 
homelessness, fuel poverty and housing support’). 
The LHS being more focused on strategic outcomes for housing and related 
support needs. 
Clarity on the major priority to increase housing supply across all tenures. 
Increased emphasis on enhanced working between local authorities across 
housing market areas and the link with land use planning through joint 
housing need and demand assessments. 
The LHS is now linked to the ‘main issues’ report of the SDP (to be submitted 
at any point between conclusion of consultation on ‘main issues’ report and 
submission of the proposed plan). 
The LHS is to reflect the requirements of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 - a 
new statutory requirement on the LHS to show how LA policies on 
enforcement and assistance will improve private housing conditions. 
Greater emphasis on the use of the private rented sector to meet housing needs 
in conjunction with raising standards in the sector. 
Potential need for an Equalities Impact Assessment and Strategic 
Environmental Impact Assessment. 

In addition to this there is the need to ensure that there is a clear link between 
the LHS, investment priorities and the resources to deliver these. This includes 
the Strategic Housing Investment Plan, Private Sector Housing Grant, 
Homelessness & Housing Support Funding and the Scottish Housing Quality 
Standard Delivery Plan. All housing investment plans should sit under the 
strategic umbrella of the LHS. 

The North Lanarkshire Approach 

4. Most of the current housing strategies2 in North Lanarkshire had an 
implementation life up to April 2009. The critical timeline according to the 
guidance is that the LHS should be linked to the ‘Main Issues’ approach of the 

~ 

Previously known as Supporting People. 
Including the LHS, Homelessness and Tenant Participation strategies. 
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5 .  

6. 

e 

e 

7. 

Strategic Development Plan, The SDP process is primarily administered by the 
Glasgow and Clyde Valley Joint Structure Plan Team. While there is no 
completely definitive timescale it is anticipated that the ‘Main Issues’ report 
will be published in September 2010 with the consultation period up to 
December 2010. The regional housing needs and demand assessment is 
anticipated to be at draft final stage in May 20 10. The housing needs and 
demand assessment is one of the key building blocks of the evidence base for 
the full LHS which has to be in place by April 201 1. 

Given this longer timescale for the production of a full LHS the Council has 
approved an interim LHS over the period 2009-1 1. This has started the process 
of integrating homelessness, housing support and fuel poverty within the wider 
LHS. The interim LHS incorporates our strategic actions to cover a wide 
range of statutory duties. The Tenant Participation Strategy will remain as a 
separate document and a new 3 year strategy will be in place by November 
2009. 

While the new LHS guidance is less prescriptive on the process of producing 
an LHS there are a number of key tasks that need to be progressed. These will 
be underpinned by the project plan and include: 

Consultation plan to be devised for main LHS process 2009-201 1 
Assembly of the evidence base (research, analysis of current information, 
national housing priorities) 
Identification of key issues 
Identify strategic objectives 
Identify strategic options and actions 
Undertake option appraisal (including assessment of resources) 
Strategic Environmental and Equalities Impact Assessment 
Establish monitoring & evaluation framework 
Risk assessment of strategy delivery 
Production of draft and final strategy document 

Consultation is a key element of the LHS development process and a separate 
project plan identifying key consultation mechanisms and timescales will be 
produced. This will aim to use current mechanisms and create greater synergy 
across the main housing strategy requirements (LHS , homelessness, housing 
support, fuel poverty etc). The following pages outline the overall LHS 
project plan and the key tasks associated with each element. 
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